Pumping Resins in Laminate
Manufacturing with a Verderflex® ROLLIT
The world’s demand for laminated furniture, worktops and flooring continues
to grow with increasing demand for toughened surfaces leading to greater
use of an abrasive resistant paper (ARP) coated surface. Traditional pumping
solutions experience high rates of abrasive seal wear and require increased
maintenance - problems not experienced with a Verderflex Rollit.

Typically, the abrasion resistant surface
is produced by adding Corundum (Al2O3 )
to melamine resin to form a final product
surface with enhanced ability to meet the
anti-scratch Martindale test.
Viscous and abrasive: perfect matches for
Verderflex ROLLIT
The combination of a viscous melamine
resin with abrasive additives such as Micro
Corundum and Corundum makes this an
ideal application for a peristaltic pump such
as the Verderflex Rollit.
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